DEFINITIONS:
A = Off-Ramp from Roadway Carrying Traffic In Plus Direction.
B = Off-Loop from Roadway Carrying Traffic In Plus Direction.
C = Off-Ramp from Roadway Carrying Traffic In Minus Direction.
D = Off-Loop from Roadway Carrying Traffic In Minus Direction.
E = Center Point of X-Road at Interchange or Grade Separation.
F = On-Loop from X-Road to Roadway carrying Traffic In Plus Direction.
G = On-Ramp from Roadway Carrying Traffic In Plus Direction.
H = Reference Point on Plus Side Frontage Road where it meets the X-Road.
I = On-Loop from X-Road to Roadway carrying Traffic In Minus Direction.
J = On-Ramp from Roadway Carrying Traffic In Minus Direction.
K = Reference Point on Minus Side Frontage Road where it meets the X-Road.
L = Connector from X-Road to Frontage Road or Ramp in Minus Direction.
M = Intermediate Point on Minus Side of Frontage Road denoting a Merge.
N = Connector from X-Road to Frontage Road or Ramp in Plus Direction.
O = Intermediate Point on Plus Side of Frontage Road denoting a Merge.
P = Rest Area (Facilities and Parking Area) on Plus Side of Roadway.
Q = Rest Area (Facilities and Parking Area) on Minus Side of Roadway.
R = Connector from Frontage Road or Ramp to X-Road in Plus Direction.
S = HOV Off-Ramp from Roadway carrying Traffic In Plus Direction.
T = HOV Off-Ramp from Roadway carrying Traffic In Minus Direction.
U = Connector from Frontage Road or Ramp to X-Road in Minus Direction.
V = HOV On-Ramp to Roadway carrying Traffic In Plus Direction.
W = HOV On-Ramp to Roadway carrying Traffic In Minus Direction.
X = Plus is in the Direction of Increasing Milepost Number.
Y = Plus is in the Direction of Decreasing Milepost Number.
Z = Minus is in the Direction of Increasing Milepost Number.

NOTES:
1. M9-1021 and M9-1022 Off-Mainline Reference Markers shall be used for locating Devices or Events occurring on Auxiliary Roads which connect with or are adjacent to Mainline Roadways.
2. Numerical Plates shall coincide with the Interchange Exit Number, which generally matches the Roadway Milepost. For Interchanges with no Exit Number, contact Traffic Engineering.
3. Type M9-1021 Reference Markers shall be used when Duplicate Designations would otherwise exist.
4. All Off-Mainline Reference Markers shall be located as close as practicable to the Beginning Point of the Road being identified and placed so that they can be read from either Direction of Approaching Traffic.
5. Where a Delinieator and Off-Mainline Marker are both to be located at a single Location, the Delinieator shall be omitted.
6. Off-Ramp, Loop-Ramp and Crossroad Loop Markers shall be located at the Right Side of the Ramp or Loop, directly across from the Core Point, and shall be oriented perpendicular to the Roadway.
7. On-Ramp Markers shall be placed so that they can be read from either Direction on the Crossroad and where possible, the adjacent Off-Ramp, where the On-Ramp diverges from the Frontage Road, the Marker shall be located on the Left Side of the Ramp directly across from the Core Point.
8. Slip Type Off-Ramps, which have little or no length from the Mainline to where they merge with a Frontage Road, shall not have a Reference Marker but will be recognized by an "M" or "O" Marker placed at the Merge Point of the adjacent Frontage Road. This will serve the Beginning of the Combination Ramp/Frontage Road to its Intersection with the Crossroad.
9. Slip Type On-Ramps may be identified with either the Mainline Milepost or the Frontage Road Marker from which it branches but shall have no Marker on its own.
10. Situations not covered by these Standards shall be as prescribed by Traffic Engineering Section.
11. Markers shall not be installed at the Center Point of the Crossroad (designated by "E". A List of these "E" Designations will be furnished to each District.
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